
Recently I have been involved in a discussion about wedding rings, such as the price expected 

to pay, the influence a ring has on a relationship and whether or not common practice should 

have relevance today. Though some may think that by talking about this I’m looking towards 

getting married, they are mistaken as I did not start this topic but my friends initiated it. I have 

though contributed my opinions and documented others as to this wedding ring issue. 

Some opinions 

A wedding ring must approximately cost $10k to be of any real importance – I strongly 
disagree. First and foremost a relationship is based on love, and love is not based on money. 
This is quite simple to understand, yet very critical to the issue concerning the price of a 
wedding ring. If a relationship is truly going to succeed it must be founded on love, love, and 
more love. This cannot in my opinion leave any room for money to be of any primary 
importance when deciding to pursue a relationship.  
 
I believe that any female who truly loves the male will accept the financial price of the gift at all 
costs. Let us analyse further. There are many rings available to purchase, ranging right from $10 
to $30k. If you do a quick search you will find many high quality rings for cheap prices. When I 
say cheap, I am speaking about hundreds to only a few thousand dollars. In fact the difference 
between these two extremes will come down to only a couple of features.  
 
So what are the features of a wedding ring? From my limited knowledge and experience in 
jewelry I will say the following are key features; the gold percentage ratio of the ring to pure 
carat gold (pure gold carat is 24), type of mineral present, if any, such as diamond, and the 
general shape and size.  
 
Must these features be present for the ring to have any real physical or emotional value? Must 
the ring contain 18 carat gold, have diamonds present, and be fancy and large in diameter? Will 
getting a ring that is 9 carat gold, with no diamonds present, but still looking splendorous in the 
eyes of the buyer suffice the physical and emotional value of a ring?  
 
Subjective questions with subjective answers, but as you can notice my trend I believe a 9 carat 
gold, with no diamonds present could and should suffice the physical and emotional value of a 
ring if the relationship is founded on true love.  
 
A wedding ring with the value of 10k is appropriate and necessary with common practice 
today – assuming this practice really exists, since when must we follow common practice of 
modern times? If many or even all women expect, command, and demand a ring at the cost of 
10K does that mean the male must purchase a ring to a similar value?  
 
Majority opinion does not make anything right, and nor does conformity. I would be concerned 
if a female’s friends’ all received a 10K ring and this woman expects the same, simply for the 
reasons of conforming. This would be a sad situation and ultimately concerning.  



First of all, not all females would command a 10K ring. Some would expect a much lower or 
much higher price. There is no doubt that in life many, many people have different opinions for 
a number of reasons. You can never, ever generalise and say that all females expect a 10K ring 
and failure to receive this material price shows lack of love from the male. You cannot tell me 
that all females in Sydney or other parts of the world follow this common practice. Maybe the 
majority expects a price similar to 10K, but certainly a large percentage of females expect a 
price different to this value. Trust me these females exist.  
 
Expected price      
The reasons women have preference to a particular price of the ring is varied. I think it depends 
on:  
 

 Social status – females will like to compare rings and anybody that has a lower priced or 
higher priced ring will feel a different social status to their peers. Many will feel that a 
ring below the average (again assuming the average is 10K) means that they will feel less 
valued and accepted. Subsequently at the other spectrum a woman who expects a ring 
above 10K may feel more accepted and valued then her peers.  

 Culture – there is probably a number of cultures where the value of the ring varies. I’m 
sure some cultures pay great influence as to the price of the ring, whereas others pay 
less attention. Some cultures may not even value rings! Without any research I could 
speculate and say that some cultures approve of the man and woman buying the ring 
together and sharing the price, or maybe even the female buying the ring for the male! 
Either way, there is no doubt in all the cultures present in the world there will be huge 
variation in opinion as to the ‘real’ value of a wedding ring.   

 Financial status – obviously the financial position of the female and male influences the 
price of the ring purchased. If the female and male are poorly educated and work in 
lower income careers then you would expect to the see the price of the ring purchased 
below the average. If the male and female are not in a great financial position due to 
whatever circumstances, but they can financially sustain a lifetime relationship, then 
purchasing a lower priced ring may be agreed due to the simple fact that love goes 
beyond money. I mean if a male just simply can’t afford a 10K ring due to the many 
other expenses associated with a lifetime marriage then why must the male and female 
conform? Surely love goes beyond money.  

 False love – it is as I say. If a female rejects the male because she expected a higher 
priced ring, then that would be too alarming to accept for me. If a female is willing to 
discontinue the relationship because they received a ring to the value of $500-$2000 (or 
whatever price really) then that is false love. I’m not saying that every male should 
purchase this ring intentionally and say to the female that if you reject this ring then you 
love me falsely. No, but if a female is unwilling to negotiate and reject the relationship 
because of 9 carat to 18 carat, or no diamonds to diamonds, then that is very sad and 
materialistic.  

 
I mean surely relationships go beyond the material. If two people have known each 
other for a long time and had many great times together, to think that it would all be 



thrown out the door because of a few physical features on the ring or a higher price tag, 
then that is surely a false idealistic relationship rather than a real loving relationship.  

 Love – as anybody will know a successful marriage is founded on love. Love is what 
keeps the relationship going, even in the bleakest of times. Thus I believe that if a 
female truly accepts the male for who he is; his opinions, his culture, his social status, 
his financial status then she will truly accept the price of any wedding ring, or even if no 
ring is forthcoming!  

 
These are just a few of the reasons as to why the price of wedding ring varies. Even if we look at 
it from a business perspective there are so many rings out there because the market exists for 
cheaper or more expensive rings. It is thus unreasonable, unfair, and materialistic to purchase a 
wedding ring to the value of 10K or any other value that society places.  
 
All successful marriages are founded on true love, and are very special and unique to each 
person. Surely love goes beyond money, and we cannot make the exception for a wedding ring. 
I think we are missing the point here by generalising a material price, and we need to explore 
more of this issue next time.   

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 


